
WATER MIRROR
This fun zone of fountain jets use height 
recognition effets to mirror each person or 
groups motion with jet height activation, 
with immediate responsiveness.

LEADERSHIP FOUNTAIN
This elevated water table is a shallow water 
skin, reflecting a simple and calm image of 
the grandiose Pavilion trellis structure. LED 
light illumination accents the façade with 
caustic effects of the moving water.

EMIRATES INTERACTIVES
This fun zone of fountain jets use height 
recognition effets to mirror each person or 
groups motion with jet height activation, 
with immediate responsiveness.

AL WASL AVENUE FOUNTAIN
This interactive feature is on the way into Expo. 
It consists of two elliptical waterskins reflecting 
the surrounding architecture. When no one is 
walking on it, it activates oscillating water 
arrays lit with hi fidelity LED technology.

GRAVITY MIST FOUNTAINS
Clouds of fog are challenged by gravity and 
add a visually stunning interactive 
experience, and shows how a simple 
fountain provides a cooling breeze during 
the hot weather, with minimal water use.

HYDROPHOBIC FOUNTAINS
Watch water droplets release and run in 
shallow grooves of Arabic script, using 
gravity and connecting a relay of high water 
velocity.

DAY WATERWALL
The Glass Water wall defines one of two 

pathways into the Al Wasl Garden, offering a 
unique sense of transparency, and an 

illusion of massive blocks of glacial ice in the 
desert.

SUNSET FOUNTAIN
The water skin is a calm surface that reflects 

the grandeur of the space and structure. 
Aerated columns rise in a circular array, 

framing the central fountain, and evoking 
travel and exploration into the garden.

NIGHT WATERWALL
The Stone Water wall defines the second 

discovery pathway into the garden, offering 
a dynamic aesthetic to the space with a 

sense of solid texture and familiar, regional 
materials.

CENTRAL FOUNTAIN
This immersive interactive feature combines 

innovation, nature and beauty. Reflective water 
scrims morph in patterns. Dynamic dancing jets 
produce an evolving experience throughout the 
day, integrating lighting choreography at night.

CASCADING FOUNTAIN
The grand staircase descends to the central 
garden, accentuated with cascading water 
steps and integrated LED lights. As patrons 

descend, they see, feel and hear the water 
around, allowing reconnecion with nature. 

MOONLIGHT FOUNTAIN
Subtle bubbling jets in the infinity pool 
generate concentric rings and dynamic 

patterns. These entice children and toddlers 
to play within. Sequenced LED pin lights 

provide a twinkly star canvas during night.

SUNRISE FOUNTAIN
This feature accents the gateway into the Al 
Wasl. Visitors are welcomed by a simple but 

impressive central column of water rising 
from a circular water scrim. This creates a 

beacon that draws people into the garden.
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These water features will
be active after the expo.
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